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Head Protection 
06.02.2012 

SBU-H-PGM-H-PM 

 
Product Datasheet Safety Helmet pheos B 9772x20 and B-WR 9772x30 

with three variable ventilation zones  

 
 

UVEX ARBEITSSCHUTZ GMBH, Würzburger Str. 181-189, D-90766 Fürth 

 

Product characteristics * size and weight optimised helmet    
* trendy design 
* variable air vents at the front and the back of the 
   helmet 
* optimal fit, high wearing comfort 
* 6-point textile suspension harness optionally 
   with wheel ratchet system 
* approved and labeled for use in temperatures as 
   low as –30° C 
* approved and labeled for Molten Metal 
* Adapter systems for uvex visors, uvex earmuffs 
   and lamps with helmet attachment 
* suitable for head sizes of 51-61cm,  
resp. 52-61cm (wheel ratchet system) 
* large printing areas 
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Technical details 
 
Helmet shell 
Material 
Weight 
 
InteriorInteriorInteriorInterior    
 
 
 
 
 
 
Versions 
Weight 
Colours / Art. No. 
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PackingPackingPackingPacking    
    
StandardsStandardsStandardsStandards    

 
 
 
PE 
ca. 296 g 
 
* 6-point-textile suspension harness 
* headband made of high quality PE 
* circulating pad 
* easy to replace sweatband 
* medically shaped neck band to prevent slide on 
   overhead working 
 
Conventional sConventional sConventional sConventional suspension harness uspension harness uspension harness uspension harness     
ca. 86 g 
white       9772 020 
yellow     9772 120 
orange    9772 220 
red           9772 320 
blue          9772 520 
black        9772 920 
 
Suspension harness with wheel ratchet system for Suspension harness with wheel ratchet system for Suspension harness with wheel ratchet system for Suspension harness with wheel ratchet system for 
infinite width adjustmentinfinite width adjustmentinfinite width adjustmentinfinite width adjustment    
ca. 98 g 
white        9772 030 
yellow      9772 130 
orange     9772 230 
blue          9772 530 
 
 
 
25 pieces / box 
 
DIN EN 397 in combination with EG-guideline 
89/686/EWG 
with additional requirements for 
- “very low temperature” -30° C 
- “Molten Metal” 
 

 


